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Abstract-In this note, we study a weakly damped nonlinear Schrijdinger equation in a bounded 
two-dimensional domain. First, we give existence and uniqueness results; then we show that the long 
time behaviour is described by a global attractor which captures all the trajectories 
We consider the nonlinear SchrGdinger (N.L.S.) equation: 
& + AU + ug(juj2) + iyzl = f, in 52, (1) 
where R is either a smooth domain or a C2-polygonal domain with convex angles, y is a positive 
coefficient involving an effect of zero dissipation, f is the complex external force depending upon 
z E Sz and t E R, and g : [0, co(- R is a smooth function. 
The boundary conditions associated with (1) are of either 
Dirichlet type: u = 0, on do, 
au 
Neumann type: z = 0, on ai-2, 
(2b 
c2)N 
where n is the outward normal to XL 
or periodic: u(z,t) = U(Z + L,t), VEElP, tEW, 
where L = (Ll, L2) is the period, if R = (0, Ll] x [0, L2]. 
We set: h(s) = sg(s), G(s) = s: g(a)do and we assume that: 
limsup y = 0, 
s--r+00 
where G+(s) = max(G(s),O). 
@b 
(3) 
and that there exist positive constants w and M such that: 
limsup h(s) - ~(7s) < o 
s2 -. (4 
s-r+00 
km I MY vs E lR+. (5) 
We recall that in the case where a is an interval I in W, Ghidaglia has proved (see [l]) the 
existence of bounded absorbing sets in H’(I) and in H2(1). He also proved the existence of weak 
global attractors A1 in H1(l) and d2 in H2(I). Finally, he proved that the fractal dimension of 
A2 is bounded. 
‘Qr=et by AM-W 
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NOTATIONS. We define the unbounded operator A on H = L2(il) by Au = -Au, with domain 
H2(Q n H;‘(W, in the case (2)~ 
D(A) = (v E H2(sZ), $$j [an = 0}, in the case (2)~ 
H2,,0-% in the case (2)~. 
We set V = D (A1i2) an we denote by V’ the dual space associated with V. Finally, we d 
denote by 1.10 and 11.11, respectively, the norms of H and V induced by the inner products 
and ((v,zv)) = (w, T& + (Vv, VW)~. 
RESULTS. First, we generalize the a priori estimates obtained by Ghidaglia in the one-dimension- 
al case. 
THEOREM 1. If f belongs to Loo(IR+, H), uo is in H and if the solution u of (1) with u(0) = T,Q 
is in Lg’(lw+, H) then u belongs to Loo@+, H) and 
(6) 
To obtain the inequality (6), we take the imaginary part of the scalar product, in H, of (1) 
with u. 
THEOREM 2. If (f,ft) belongs to Lo3(lR+, H x V’), uo is in V and if the solution u of (1) is in 
Lz(R+, V), then u belongs to Lbo(P+, V). 
As in the one-dimensional case, this result is not straighforward and uses Lemma 1 below (for 
the proof, see [2]). 
We set cp(u(t)) = 14% +2Re(f, u(~))o --.I’* W4~)12W ad N4Q) = lu@)# +b(f, u(t))0 - 
L-2 e4t>12>~~- 
LEMMA 1. Any smooth solution of (1) satisfies 
$44)) + 2”1$(u(t)) = 2Re(ft, u(t))o, (7) 
and there exists a constant C = C(w, O,~,sup~~~ If(t) suptE~ Ift(t)lv) such that 
cp(u(Q) 2 ~llzl(t)l12 - c,
cp(uW 5 e -“t(p(u(o)) + c. 
(8) 
(9) 
Using the Faedo-Galerkin method, we show the following existence result. 
THEOREM 3. If ug E V, f E Lw(W, H) and j’t E Lm(W, V’), then the N.L.S equation admits an 
unique solution (u, ut) belonging to Loo(W, V) x Lm(R, V’). 
To prove the uniqueness result, we generalize the proof, given by Vladimirov [3] for the case of 
Dirichlet boundary conditions, to the case of the other boundary conditions (2)~ and (2)~. 
In the following, we assume that the external force f is time-independent, then Theorem 3 
allows us to define the nonlinear operator S(t) : H - H, such that S(t)% = u(t). S(t) : H - 
H is a group. From Theorems 1 and 2, we deduce the corollary below. 
COROLLARY 1. The group S(t) admits a bounded absorbing set B in V, i.e., for any bounded B 
in V, there exists a time T = T(B) such that S(t)B c B, Vt 2 T. 
Let (4 Il~llx) b e a Banach space, if S(t) is a semi-group (or a group) on X, we say that the 
set A c X is the global attractor of S(t) if A is compact, invariant (i.e., S(t)d = A, t 2 0) and 
attracts any bounded set B c X, i.e., Sx(S(t)B,d) + 0 as t + +oo, where 
6x(G 9 = fog &h Ilc - 41x, VC,DcX. 
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THEOREM 4. The set A = w(B) = n,,, Ut,s S(t)& w h ere the closure is taken with respect to 
the weak topology of V, is such that: - - 
l A is bounded and weakly closed in V. 
l S(t)d = d, Vt E R 
l for every bounded set B in V 
;il&(S(t)B,d) = 0. 
That is, A is the global attractor of S(t) in the weak topology of V. 
Now, using the techniques of J. Ball [4], we prove that the attractor A constructed in Theorem 4 
is also the global attractor in the usual topology of H1(R). (See also [5].) 
THEOREM 5. The global attractor A constructed in Theorem 4 is actually the global attractor 
for the strong topology of H1 (0). 
PROOF. We know that a point w belongs to the global attractor A if and only if there exist two 
sequences ($‘)je~ and (tj)jEN such that (WI;) is bounded in H’(0), tj goes to +oo as j goes to 
+oo and S(tj) j w” converges to w, in the weak H’(a) topology, as j goes to +oo. Theorem 5 will 
be proved if we are able to show that for w E A, the sequence S(tj)wy converges strongly to w 
in H’(R). 
Let w E A and S(tj)wT be an associated sequence. We fix T > 0 and we consider the sequence 
S(tj -T)wj. This sequence is bounded in H’(o), thus we can extract a subsequence S(tj, -T)w,Q 
such that 
S(tj, - T)w;~ --L W, weakly in H’(Q). 
We set wjk (t) = S(tjk + t - T)wjO,. Since S(t) is weakly continuous on H’(Q), the sequence 
(wjk(t)) converges to S(t)w in the weak topology of H’(R). Let us now remark, that, since S(t) 
is a group, any solution of (1) belonging to V still satisfies Equality (7). Thus, we can write: 
where 6(u) 
We deduce 
9 (wj, (T)) = exp(-2yT)cp (wj, (0)) + ~‘exrd-2-dt - TIP (wjk @)I dt, (10) 
p(w) = cp(S(T)v) = exp(-2yT)cp(v) + lT exp(-2$t - T))b (S(t)v) dt, (11) 
= p(u) - $(u) is a continuous functional on H’(0) equipped with its weak topology. 
from (10) that: 
rT 
limsup ‘p (wj, (T)) I exp(-2yT)fm;pq (wjk (0)) + J exp(-2y(t - T))b (S(t)v) dt. 
k-++CCl 0 
Since Wjk (0) = S(tj, - T)w~~ is bounded in B1(R), there exists a positive constant C such that 
/ 
T 
limsupcp (S(tjc)w;k) I Cexp(-2yT) + exp(-2y(t - T))6 (S(t)v) dt. (12) 
k++m 0 
Finally, we derive from equations (11) and (12) that 
limsup ‘p (S(tjb)uljO,) I V(W) + exp(-2yT)(C - P(V)). 
k--r+m 
As T goes to +co, we obtain that 
limsupcp (S(tjkjWjk) 5 V(W), 
k++m 
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and since S(~&J~~ - 20 in W(R), we have 
Finally, we have shown that 
Since the limit does not depend on the subsequence, the whole sequence v(S(tj)$) converges 
to cp(zo) as j goes to +oo. Thus, 
lim IlS(tj)~j”I[ = IIzuII. 
j-+00 
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